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ABSTRACT

We propose a vector-like model for leptons, in which the Lagrangian
for

is parity-invariant exceptj[the Yukava couplings to Higgs scalars. The left-

right asymmetry observed in weak interactions is shown to come from these

couplings through the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry 'breakdown. The

electron neutral current is purely vector, i.e. consistent with the recent

experiment on optical rotation in atomic Bi . Our model will be compatible

vith the neutral current experiments by neutrino and antineutrino 'beams. It

predicts the existence of two neutral heavy leptons whose weak interactions

are mainly of V+A type. We can naturally introduce the mixings between

electronic and muonic neutral particles leading to the neutrino oscillation

and that of neutral heavy leptons. The rare decay y •+• e + y and solar

neutrino experiment are also discussed.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The Weinberg-Salam model
2 ) , 3 )

1)
has been successful in interpreting the

various neutrino reactions W ' J ' . i t seems, however, necessary to introduce

a right-handed charged current in order to explain the significantly rising

cross-section and the associated y-anomaly in the high-energy anti-neutrino
1*1 3)

experiments . Nevertheless, the neutrino reaction data clearly in-

dicate that parity is substantially violated in neutral current weak inter-

actions between neutrinos and hadrons .
61

However, the two experimental groups at Washington and at Oxford

have recently measured the parity-non-conserving optical rotation of laser

light in atomic bismuth and concluded that it is much smaller than that

predicted by the Weinberg-Salam model plus the atomic central field

approximation. If their results are confirmed, the standard SU(2) x U(l)

gauge theory will have to undergo significant modifications. In general,

the parity-violating effects in atoms arise mainly from the neutral current

interactions between the nuclear vector current and the electron axial -

yeetor current . Thus, one possibility is that the electron neutral

current is purely vector, if the parity-violating effects in atoms are really

very small. While the structure of the electron neutral current can be

determined from V -e and V -e elastic scatterings, it is not yet established

by experiments because of their confusion- It is, therefore, of con-

siderable interest to study a possibility of a purely vector neutral current

for electrons in the framework of gauge theory.

On the other hand, the decay process y •+ e + y has recently been
9)

observed at SIN. This fact suggests that there may exist neutral heavy

leptons which couple with both electrons and muons

The purpose of this paper is to propose a model based on the

SU(2) * U(l) gauge group which yields only a vector current for

electrons. Our model is a kind of vector-like theory , but will be quite
2l 3)

compatible with the present neutrino data * with which the previous

vector-like theories are inconsistent. In our scheme, we can naturally

introduce the oscillation of neutral heavy leptons as well as the neutrino

oscillation \) ** v that will play an important role in the solar
6 , +

U 12)-11*)neutrino experiments

Inequalities in corresponding V and V cross—sections do not necessajrily

imply parity violation in neutral current weak interactions (see Ref.5).
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We shall focus our attention on the discussion of leptons for

clarifying our idea in the present article. In Sec.II ve specify a model

for electronic leptona based on the SU(2) x U(l) gauge group, in which the

Lagrangian is parity-invariant except for the Yukawa couplings to Higgs

scalars. The left-right asymmetry observed in weak interactions is shown to

come from Yukawa couplings through the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry 'break-

down. The present scheme predicts a purely vector current for electrons and,

further, the existence of neutral heavy leptons vliose weak interactions

are nearly of V+A type. We extend our model to the muon family in Sec.III.

It is shown that we can naturally introduce the mixings between electronic

and muonic neutral particles. They lead to the neutrino oscillation and that

of neutral heavy leptons. Sec-IV is devoted to a summary and discussion.

Parity-violating effects in atomic physics and the neutrino oscillation

are discussed. We finally suggest that the rare decay U •+ e + y

will be produced by the mixing of neutral heavy leptons.

9),15)

II. THE SU(2) x U(l) GAUGE MODEL OF ELECTRONIC LEPTONS

Let us consider the electron family for clarifying our model. The

muon family can also be treated in quite a similar way.

We first assume that the electron family consists of three degenerate

particles with bare mass m ; electron e and two neutral leptons N and

S . These leptons are assigned to doublets and singlets under the SU(2) x U(l}

group as follows:

= ( 1 . * K = ( e l • (1 )

where the subscripts i, and E stand for left- and right-handed,

respectively. The singlets ST carry null U(l) charge, while the

1 l)
doublets I(L. „ have the same U(l} charge of •= as in the Weinberg-Salam model

' 11)
Our model is clearly "vector-like" so that it is always free from the
Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomalies .

We further need a doublet of scalar fields

(2)

-3 -

which has the vacuum expectation value <(cp y = A for spontaneous symmetry

breaking. It should be noted here that i t is sufficient to introduce only one

scalar singlet even in the case of the SU(2) x U(l) gauge model with both

right- and left-handed currents

The renormalizable Lagrangian which is invariant under the SU(2) x U(l)

gauge transformation can easily be constructed of I/J , S , tp plus gauge

fields A and B . We explicitly write the leptonic parts of i t together

with their Yukawa couplings to sealars <p ,

" 2 8' V

(3)

where ljj = I|L + ifj and S = E + S . I t is clear from the Lagrangian (3)

that our model does preserve the left-right symmetry except for the Yukawa

couplings. Therefore, the actual L-E asymmetry observed in weak interactions

is expected to result from these couplings through the mechanism of the

spontaneous symmetry breaking. Then we must put G f G, .

The argument given by Weinberg is exactly valid in the present

model except for the mass terms of leptons. Accordingly, we have the charged

and neutral vector bosons W , Z and one neutral Higga scalar boson,which
u u ,

are quite the same in the Weinberg-Salam model . Spontaneous symmetry

breakdown adds the off-diagonal mass terms

to the lepton bare mass

m (ee + MS + SS) (5)

As the result of (I4), the neutral leptons N ana S mix with each other

and then no longer have definite masses, whereas the electron still has the

definite mass m . We can easily diagonalize the mass matrix for neutral

leptons, which is given by Eqs.(lt) and (5), and will identify the lighter

particle with the neutrino V The particles with definite masses V

and E are described by the superpositions of N and S as follows:

- I t -



(6)

where the mixing angle 6 is determined by

2 m
tan 26 (7)

The masses of vfi and E are given fty* the formulas

(8)

respectively. Here the upper sign refers to the neutrino mass m̂  , and

the lower sign refers to m . In deriving Eqs,(8), we have assumed their

right-hand sides to be positive for convenience, and then we have

the constraints

, , .2 . .

We now proceed to the discussion of weak currents. The charged and

neutral currents can simply be specified in the standard way as follows:

(10)

where 8 is the Weinberg angle defined by tan0 = g'/g • With these

currents one can write down the weak interaction Lagrangian as

iS- (11)

The weak currents (10) should be expressed in terms of fields with

definite masses. Substituting the inverse transform of Eq.(6) into Eq.(lO),

we straightforwardly obtain the charged and neutral currents in our scheme:

This assumption is not essential for our discussion. If one gets a

negative mass term, one can take the field multiplied by y , which has a

positive mass of the same magnitude.

-5-

^+) = (cose Vg + sin9 E°) Yo(l + Y5) e

Ya(l - Yj)
 e

(12)

and

= 7 ^ E°

- (1 - 2 (13)

Eq. (12) shows that the right-handed charged current _.v Y-d - Y )» appears

in this model. However, it will be seen to be strongly suppressed and

consistent with the present experimental data '

The upper limit on the mass of the electronic neutrino is

experimentally given by m^ < 60 eV/c . On the other hand, we should
8 0

take the mass of the neutral lepton E to be at least heavier than the

kaon mass, so as to forbid energetically the decays K~ •• e~E , since they

have never been observed. These mass conditions restrict the ranges of

coupling constants G^ and G_ . From Eqs.(8).which are symmetric under

the replacement £. •*-* G- , we can easily derive the bounds

3 < 3 » 10,-9
(lU)

> 2.8 x 10-3

Note that these bounds are necessary and that coupling constants G

and G may further satisfy the constraints (9). In the above computation,

we have used the numerical value of the vacuum expectation value X which i3

related to the Fermi coupling constant G as in the Weinberg-Ealam model,

(2 = 176 GeV/c2 . (15)

By use of Eq..(7), the bounds (l1*) give the restr ict ion on the mixing

angle 0

10"3 , (16)

which is entirely consistent with the hel ici ty experiments in nuclear 8 decay and

decays of muons, pions and kaons . Taking into account Eq.(l6),ve find

that the charged current between the neutral heavy lepton and electron is

mainly of V+A type, whereas the neutrino-electron current has almost V-A

structure. I t is finally remarked that the mixing angle 9 decreases with

inc-easing mass of neutral heavy lepton E .

-6-



Hext we shall give some comments on neutral currents. It is obvious

from Eq.(l3) that the electron neutral current is purely vector. Therefore,

it hardly contributes to the parity-violating effects in atoms as was

mentioned in the introduction. This is quite consistent with the recent

experiments on optical rotation of laser light in atomic Bi , which in-

dicates no parity violation . On the other hand, the neutral currents in

our model still have axial-vector currents,that is, neutral currents for v

and E are nearly of V-A and V>A types, respectively. Consequently, for

example, if one extends the present scheme to hadrons on the basis of lepton-
20) 21)

quark symmetry ' one will take the V-A neutral current for p-quarks.

Thus, our model vould not contradict with the observed large parity

violation in the neutrino reactions induced by neutral currents ,

nevertheless it is a "vector—like" theory. The extension to hadrons will

be discussed in detail elsewhere. Eq.(l3) also shows the existence of the

neutral axial-vector current between v and E with the strength sin26.

We conclude this section by listing the interactions of leptons to

the Higgs scalar boson X • They are written in the unitary gauge as

follows:

sin8E°)aC? + = - - * |G, (eos6v + sin6E°)

+ G2(-sine\Te + cos6E°) ( - s in9v e + cos6E°) . , >

I I I . ErTENSIOH TO THE MCOH FAMILY AMD MUON NUMBER NON-CONSEHVATION

We s h a l l extend the present scheme to include muonic leptons . For

the muon family we a l so take t h r e e degenerate p a r t i c l e s , u , N' and S' ,

with mass m^ , which t ransform, r e s p e c t i v e l y , as doublets and s i n g l e t s ,

< , J* . (18)

under the SU(2) x u(i) gauge group. Now, there arises the question whether

the muon family is completely independent of the electron family or not.

In other words, the muon number is exactly conserved or not. If not, we

can naturally introduce the mixings between neutral members of both families

in the framework of our model. Before beginning this discussion, we shall

fir3t summarize the muon family when it is independent.

- 7 -

Case (i): Muon number conservation

In this case we can give the same argument as in the previous

section. Consequently, the neutral members H1 and S' can never have

definite masses, whereas the muon mass still remains the definite one, in .

In a similar way, we describe the particles with definite masses v and

as orthogonal combinations of N' and S':

W

with the mixing angle ij> defined as

tan 2$

Their masses are also given by

(19)

(20)

(21)

(m IX) ensuring positivitywith the constraints Q , G^ > 0 and G,-

of masses. G and G. are the Yukawa coupling constants for the muon

family corresponding to G1 and G£ in the Lagrangian (3), respectively.

We now derive the restrictions on these coupling constants from the

experimental upper limits on the muonic neutrino mass m < 0.65 MeV/c

and on the mixing angle |<f| 4 0,1 which is required by the helicity measure-

ments of onions emitted from TT and K decays. Using Eqs.(20) and (21),

we obtain

io,-5
(22)

io-3

which,combined with Eq.(21), lead to

GeV/c (23)

The mass of the neutral heavy lepton is now expected to be much larger, so

that the mixing angle i)> will become smaller.

See footnote on p.5-

* * • • • !



We finally note that the charged and neutral currents for the ffluon

family are expressed in similar forms as Eqs.(l2) and (13), respectively.

The couplings to the Higgs boson are also given "by the corresponding expres-

sion by making the replacements
00

E + M in Eq.(lT).

9 + «b, and

Case (ii}: Muon number non-conservation

If the conservation of muon number is not postulated a priori, there

is no reason to omit from our model the Yukawa couplings

which are clearly invariant under the 5U(2) x u(l) gauge transformation. These

interactions (2lt) necessarily yield the transition mass matrix between

electronic and muonic neutral members through the spontaneous symmetry

breaking as follows:

V
[N'SR

Using the formulae (l6)and (19), ve can easily rewrite them in terms of

fields ve, E°, v and M

T.X (cosB\TT + sinSE?) Ccosî v + ainW?) + h .c .1 |_ eL L yK R j

(cos^\T

cos9l°) (- h.o.

.c .

h.c.l .

I t is clear from Eq.(26) that the transit ion terms between neutrinos and

heavy neutral leptons are proportional to only small parameters sinG or

sin<j> . Therefore, neutrino-heavy lepton mixings are expected to oe

negligibly small in comparison with V - v> and E - M mixings.

-9-

Consequently, we shall now discuss these mixings in the approximation

in which we can neglect sinS and sin<(i versus cos8 and cosij) , for

simplicity. Let us first consider the V - v mixing and diagonalize their

and \i themselves.mass matrix defined by Eq.(26) plus mass terms for v

The two neutrinos V]_ and v with definite masses m,

described as

and m can be

C27)

where their masses and the mixing angles a and £ are determined fcy the

solutions of the following equations:

m = iLcosa cosB + m^aina sing ,

My = nL sina sing + m eosa cosg ,
V

Î A = -n^cosa sing + n^sina eosg ,

sing . .

We can readily solve the »bove•equations and find

FA = -n^sina

• > T " ' ^ r

, . .

(.29)

and.

•m,

(30)

Here, the upper sign refers to a or n̂  , and the lover sign refers to S
or EL,, respectively. Hote that the mixing angles are in general different
for left- and right-handed neutrinos.

Similarly, we can obtain the corresponding-formulae for the E -M

- ^ - E j V •+ M , m + m _ . HI - * m
U Ve E \ M°

F1 -*• F^ and F3~*-F2 inEq.s.(27), (£9) and (30). Eqs.(2T), (29) and (30)
and the corresponding formulae for neutral heavy leptons imply that there
arise the v •*-• v and E ++M oscillations in vacuum such as the kaon

-10-
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oscillation K° <-»• K° . The neutrino oscillation 1 3' j l ' plays an important

role in solar neutrino experiments
12)

, while the oscillation of neutral heavy
Iepton3 does contribute to the decay v •+ e + y .

IT. SUMMABY AND DISCUSSION

We have proposed a vector-like theory based on the SU(2) * U(l)

gauge group in which the Lagrangian is invariant under the space inversion

except for the Yukawa couplings to Higgs scalars. The actual left-right

asymmetry observed in weak interactions comes from these couplings through

the mechanism of spontaneous syjnmetry breaking. In the present scheme, the

experimental fact that the neutrinos vg and v are left-handed and almost

massless does indicate the existence of two heavy neutral leptons E and

M , whose weak interactions are mainly of V+A type.

Both the electron and muon currents are predicted to be purely

vector and thus do not allow the parity violation in ordinary and muonic

atoms as is expected by the standard gauge model ' . This is consistent

with the recent experiments on optical rotation of laser light in atomic o?Bi. '
— +• — +

Our model also suggests parity conservation in e e + p p scattering. How-
ever, parity-violating effects would be produced by the couplings to ha&ronic
axial-vector currents in the high-energy electron and muon scatterings off

to
nucleons. This Is due/strong evidence that hadronic neutral currents are
combinations of vector and axial-vector ones ' Is experimentally given by

3)
various neutrino and anti-neutrino reactions . We emphasise that axial-
vector neutral currents for hadrons could be included in the present model,
nevertheless i t is a vecto.r-like theory. The extension to hadrons will be
discussed in detail in another a r t i c l e .

There also arise the axial—vector neutral currents between the

neutrino v (v ) and neutral heavy lepton E (M ) with the small strength

of sin26 (sin2$). The cross-section for IT production by high-energy

neutrinos i s obviously suppressed by a factor of sin 4> < 0.01, compared

with ordinary neutrino reactions. Hence, the JT production accompanied by

subsequent leptonic decays will contribute slightly to dilepton processes
will

above i t s threshold, and/now be compatible with the present experimental
data 2 3 ).

*) Note the "confusion theorem" that a mixture of S,P and T interactions

can always simulate V and A interactions [see Ref.22).

-11-

As for the elastic scatterings v -e , v -e and \> -e , our model
V 11)

gives the same predictions as the previous vector—like theories in the

approximation where sin8 and siniji are neglected. Then we get the identical

cross-sections a(v e) = o (ve ) which will be checked in the near future

The present model is consistent with the observed cross-section for v -e
2k)scattering

It has been shown that we can naturally introduce the mixing between

electronic and muonic neutral particles In our scheme. Thus, the muon number

conservation is possibly violated through these part icle mixtures. As a

resul t , there necessarily arises the neutrino oscillation v
e*~~* v

u .which has

a close analogy with the neutral kaon oscillation K <-»K ; vx and \>2

defined by Eq..(2T) are analogous to K° and K^ . The mixing angles a and

g far l e f t - and right-handed neutrinos will each be able to take any values

in our model, by adjusting six parameters G. 's , F1 and F, in the approximation

of neglecting sin9 and slnifi . If one further assumes the e-U universality

for couplings, one gets the constraints on the above parameters as G = G, ,»

and F,, = Fj and then a = (S . The problem of neutrinoG2 = V F l = F3 "*" "2
oscillations has already been discussed in detail by Pontecorvo

!>*)

13) and by

other authors . The neutrino oscillation i s very important in explaining
37the unexpectedly low counting rate in CJ solar neutrino experiment of

12)Davis and his collaborators . ,

The decay rate for the process u •+ e + y has already been cal-

culated on the basis of neutrino mixing by Eliezer and Soss, and Petkov,
and found to be extremely small. Therefore, the neutrino mixing could never

9)explain the recently observed events for u •* e + y. rl According to the

above authors' calculations,the decay rate Is evidently proportional to
and n^ are neutrino masses and a the mixing(m? - s in 2ce , where

angle. This fact strongly suggests a possibility that the decay u ->• e + Y

will be interpreted on the baflls of mixing of neutral heavy leptons E +-*K .

If this experiment is confirmed, we could further restrict the masses of

neutral heavy leptons in the present scheme.

We finally emphasise that the existence of two neutral heavy leptons

is essential in our model, whereas their masses can be taken to be infinities.

Experiments on parity-violating effects in atomic physics and on the rare

decay u -*• e + y are earnestly desired to be confirmed and refined.
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